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Yale's current department of psychiatry was created by Dean Milton C.
Wintemitz in the 1920s as part ofabroader effort to combine mental and physi-
cal components of medical care. This effort, which spurred the founding of
Yale's institute of Human Relations, was the basis of Winternitz' interest in
mental health. Although the institute soon closed because of interdisciplinary
squabbling, this briefchapter in Yale's history illustrates the progressive think-
ing ofthe Dean and the pre-War place ofpsychiatry in medicine.
On June 25, 1920, six men met at the New Haven Graduates Club on the north side
of the New Haven Green. Among those gathered were Milton C. Winternitz, the recenfly
appointed dean of the Yale Medical School; C. Floyd Haviland, the supervisor of the
Connecticut State Hospital in Middletown; and Thomas Sellman, the director of the
National Committee for Mental Hygiene. The result of that meeting, several weeks later,
was the issuance from Dean Winternitz of a "Memorandum to the Board Concerning the
Establishment ofa Department ofPsychiatry." The memorandum began as follows:
That a department of psychiatry is essential for the School of
Medicine has long been recognized. The possibility of the General
Educational Board rendering very substantial aid toward putting the
teaching of Psychiatry upon a satisfactory basis in medical schools
which provide suitable clinical facilities has created a new interest in
the subject.
1. The Board will provide endowment to produce income suf-
ficient to support the professional staffofthe department, i.e. the teach-
ing staff. This staffmust be a full-time staff.
2. The Board will not provide money for building or for the
maintenance ofpatients.
3. The Psychiatry unit must contain not less than 40 or more
than 60 beds . . . Finally, the need of such an institution in this state is
very great indeed. Needless to say, by no other means than by the
establishment of psychiatric clinics can the teaching of mental
medicine be put on the same footing in medical schools as the teaching
ofgeneral medicine [1].
The memorandum marked the beginning of psychiatry at Yale; it also serves as a
point of departure for one of the more interesting stories in Yale's history [2]. Having
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been dean less than a year at the time of the meeting, Wintemitz was excited to embark
on what he deemed one of the single most important goals of his tenure. In his 1920
Dean's Report he wrote, "reference has been made throughout this report to the needs of
the School. Indeed they have been emphasized repeatedly in previous annual reports.
Among the outstanding needs [are] a section on Psychiatry [3]."
Winternitz succeeded in his goal. By the time he retired fifteen years later, the
Department ofPsychiatry and Mental Hygiene was firmly established at Yale, making it
one of the first medical schools in the nation, after Johns Hopkins, to have an
autonomous department in the field. The department had eight full-time teaching faculty,
three part-time faculty, numerous associated research assistants, graduate students and
medical students; maintained a sixty-bed clinic; supervised the psychiatry ward at the
New Haven (now Yale-New Haven) Hospital; conducted research in its own biochem-
istry laboratory; hosted an extensive series of guest lecturers throughout the year; and
inducted yearly the entire Yale College freshman class into the principles of mental
hygiene. Additionally, the department had outreach programs to the towns surrounding
New Haven, was experimenting with a new program in pediatric mental health and began
to build a reputation that exists today as one of the nation's foremost psychiatry depart-
ments. Despite all of this, in many ways, the department would fail to become all that
Winternitz wished.
For Winternitz, psychiatry was not so much a new field ofmedicine as it was a new
approach to all of medicine. In correspondence with Johns Hopkins Professor of
Psychiatry AdolfMeyer in 1924, Winternitz wrote, "There is no doubt that we need a dif-
ferenttype ofpathology, as you express it, one which will include from the start the per-
sonality of the individual as well as his organs [4]." Thus, for the dean, a department of
psychiatry represented not so much an end in itself but a step toward the realization of a
larger goal, that ofa new and integrated megafield ofpathology, physiology, psychology,
philosophy and divinity. Winternitz would see his dream partially realized in the con-
struction ofthe Institute ofHuman Relations in 1930, only to watch as the dream failed to
develop as he hoped. While Winternitz wished to see medicine become more prevention-
based and community-oriented and urged physicians to view the patient as an integrated
whole, he witnessed, instead, the profession's increasing focus on the individual and on
disease and fragmentation into specialties and subspecialties.
Falling short of Winternitz' highest ideals, the department of psychiatry at Yale was
by most other standards enormously successful during his tenure. The department grew
quickly from the start and, despite financial concerns, rarely had anything less than first-
rate faculty. The department had a curious list ofpurposes from the outset, among them
the expected research and lecturing, butjust as important, the charge of establishing a
program of mental hygiene for the Yale undergraduates which would come to include a
preliminary psychiatric interview with every single freshman over the course of the year.
EARLY PSYCHIATRY
Psychiatry in North America dates from 1773 when the first hospital for the insane
was built inWilliamsburg, Virginia. Practitioners then were the few physicians who had a
passing interest in the care of the mentally ill. Dr. Benjamin Rush, the "father of
American psychiatry," gave a series of lectures on mental disorders at Philadelphia in
1791 andpublished his MedicalInquiries and Observations uponthe Diseases ofMan in
1812. At that time, treatment for the mentally ill included therapies such as bloodletting,
emetics, diuretics and purgatives (such as camphor and digitalis), as well as cold baths,
mechanical restraints and a special "tranquilizing chair" designed by Rush for use with
violent patients.
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Formal psychiatric education would not begin in any sense until the 1840s when the
College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York (now Columbia Medical School)
offered periodic lectures on psychiatry and by the 1850s, there were a few physicians
who offered regular lectures on diseases of the mind. Nonetheless, psychiatry as a spe-
cialty would remain isolated from the rest ofmedicine for the remainder ofthe nineteenth
century. It was "steeped in hospital tradition," writes Jeanne L. Brand in The Education of
American Physicians, "and developed in separation from the community and from gener-
al medicine [5]."
During the latter half of the nineteenth century, the Civil War galvanized awareness
(as all succeeding wars would) of the existence of widespread mental illness among the
armies. William Alexander Hammond, the Surgeon General of the U. S. Army Medical
Corps, established the first separate army hospital for nervous diseases in 1862. He later
set up a private practice in New York where he saw patients and lectured at Bellevue
Hospital. In 1874, he established the New York Neurological Society, which in 1875
became the American Neurological Society. In 1871, as a result of the increased aware-
ness of mental illness, the Association of Medical Superintendents for American
Institutions for the Insane (AMSAII) recommended that every medical school include a
complete course oflectures on insanity.
A major figure in American psychiatry who became prominent in the waning years
of the nineteenth century was James Jackson Putnam. Putnam had become professor of
neurology at Harvard in 1893, joining Charles Loomis Dana, professor of neurology at
the Postgraduate Hospital in New York, as one of the few professors ofpsychiatry in the
nation. Departments of neurology and psychiatry (mostly neurology) were slowly estab-
lished in the wake of these two men's efforts. By 1900, there were fourteen departments
of neurology in the country and in 1902 the first psychiatric wards were started in general
hospitals. Meanwhile, the burgeoning movement of psychoanalysis was brought across
the Atlantic by Dr. A.A. Brill, who returned to New York from Vienna in 1908 and
founded the New York Psychoanalytic Institute. He wasjoined by Ernest Jones (based in
Toronto), Putnam and Smith Ely Jellife. In 1910, the American Psychopathological
Association was founded, and in 1911 the American Psychoanalytic Association fol-
lowed.
The year 1914 was a watershed for American psychiatry; it saw the founding of the
Phipps Psychiatric Clinic at the Johns Hopkins Medical School and the first bona-fide
autonomous department of psychiatry, also at Johns Hopkins. The clinic was the gift of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Phipps of Philadelphia and was built to accommodate up to sixty
patients. Formally opened in 1914, the clinic and department were given almost
$3,500,000 by the Phipps during the next ten years.
The first head of the Phipps Clinic was Swiss-born psychiatrist Adolf Meyer, who
was later to correspond with Winternitz at Yale. Meyer was brought to Hopkins by way
of the University ofChicago when he was 43 years old. He initially went to Hopkins as a
professor of psychiatry, having already spent time at the University of Illinois, Clark
University, the New York State Hospital and Chicago. Meyer's meshing ofscientific case
histories with a "mind-body" approach to mental illness would eventually make him
extremely sympathetic to Winternitz's views ofmedicine and mental hygiene. As the first
chairman ofHopkins' new department ofpsychiatry, and as the spiritual leader ofpsychi-
atric education in this country between 1914 and his retirement in 1941, he would come
to be perceived as the "outstanding influence in the development of American Psychiatry
[6]." Former dean ofthe Hopkins Medical School, Thomas Turner, wrote ofhim:
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This long period of thirty-two years saw psychiatry in
America move from the limited vision ofcustodial care ofthe insane to
a preoccupation with aberrations of mental behavior and their treat-
ment, which under the influence ofFreud and his disciples reached vir-
tually into the cradle. Meyer was in the midst of these developments
and in many ways was the outstanding leader ofthem in North America
[7].
When Meyer began the department in 1911, he had two full-time assistants. The
three men offered one introductory course in psychiatry for first and second-year stu-
dents, one third-year course and a one-quarter clinical elective which took place at either
the university's own hospital or nearby Sheppard/Pratt Hospital. In 1917, the staff
expanded because ofgreater outpatient activity in the clinic to a total ofnine men. At that
time, too, courses in psychiatry became mandatory for the Hopkins medical students.
In the 1920s, Meyer established two research groups in the department (including a
group headed by pavlovian Horsley Gantt, brought from Petrograd for the effort), as well
as a department of child psychiatry. In addition, he nurtured a strong interest in psychi-
atric public health and mental hygiene. By 1930, the department had grown to twenty-
eight faculty members and six fellows. Almost all were employed fulltime, most were
involved in research, with a few also involved in clinical tasks. By that time, the depart-
ment was also receiving funding from both the Rockefeller Foundation and the
Commonwealth Fund. Both institutions would later play a role in funding the Yale
department [8].
One of the few other departments ofpsychiatry clearly established before Yale's was
Harvard's. Its department was started in 1920 when Charles Macfie Campbell moved to
Boston from Meyer's group in Baltimore. Psychiatry immediately became a required
third-year course for medical students, although clinical instruction would not really
begin until 1934, when Dr. Stanley Cobb became the first head of the Department of
Psychiatry at the Massachusetts General Hospital - Harvard's main teaching hospital. A
score of other departments, including Yale's, would follow in the next decade. By 1932,
of the 68 certified medical schools in the United States, 29 offered preclinical instruction
in psychiatry, and another 35 offered clinical workshops. Psychiatry in medical schools
had become the norm.
WINTERNITZ AT YALE
At Yale, there was no counterpart to Adolf Meyer. The individual most responsible
for bringing forth the department of psychiatry was not a specialist in illnesses of the
mind but the dean of Yale Medical School itself, Milton Winternitz. When Winternitz
became dean in 1920, the medical school was poorly funded and suffered from gaps in
faculty and curriculum. By 1935, when he left, the school had grown enormously in both
size and scope. In addition to establishing the department of psychiatry and the Institute
of Human Relations in which it was situated, he also founded the School ofNursing and
various research institutes in the medical school, completed several new building projects
and strengthened the faculty significantly [9].
Winternitz had been educated at Hopkins, although he had left before Meyer joined
that faculty. Besides being "a vital, vivid man, an intense fountainhead ofenergy, an inex-
haustible generator of ideas and constant stimulator of the imagination," he was also a
man with a great and particular vision for medicine, which he proposed to see to reality in
his time at Yale [10]. His vision included tenets that are finding fertile ground today, over
fifty years after their initial statement. Among these tenets was an emphasis on preven-
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tion and hygiene as a means to more effective medicine. More relevant to psychiatry, he
saw medicine as an art in which the physician's goal must be to treat the patient as a uni-
fied entity rather than as disaggregate systems. In a letter to a Dr. Carl W. Sawyer of
Marion, Ohio, who had written him in 1923 to inquire about the wisdom of his son going
into psychiatry, Winternitz wrote: "There is no question in my mind that there is a great
future for psychiatry, and that the subject has been very definitely neglected in the medi-
cal school curriculum. This has come about through specialization and interest in func-
tional organic disorders, to the exclusion of the mind. There must be a correction, other-
wise medicine will suffer [11]." Likewise he wrote to Meyer:
I think, however, that the emphasis must be on prevention ...
After all, we must look forward to the age of prevention, for we have
come to the realization that cure is a relative term.
. . . Indeed I believe that a very small psychopathic hospital
and a large staff diffused through the remainder of the institution will
do more good than a large psychopathic hospital [12].
This vision of psychiatry would reach its fullest statement in the founding of the
Institute for Human Relations, but it was certainly important in his drive to found a
department of psychiatry. Almost from his first moment at Yale, Winternitz could not
stop speaking of it. He wrote in his 1921 Dean's Report that the "recognition of this sub-
ject as a major division in medical school organization will bring about much the same
renaissance and development as has occurred in Pediatrics in the past decade [13]."
In 1925, Dr. Arthur H. Ruggles, Superintendent ofthe Butler Hospital in Providence,
Rhode Island, was invited to Yale for the 1925-26 school year to become the school's first
professor of psychiatry. Ruggles, one of the premier psychiatrists in America at the time,
was chosen to meet specific priorities set up by Winternitz for the department. In order of
importance, the tasks of Ruggles were (1) to develop a program of mental hygiene for the
undergraduate student body at the Department of University Health, (2) to direct consul-
tation in psychiatry for patients at New Haven Hospital, (3) to create a long-range plan
for a broader program and (4) (if possible) to train medical students. Winternitz defined
his ideas in a letter to Abraham Flexner in 1927, in which he responded to a query by
Flexner as to what, exactly, was the "proper relationship between psychiatry, neurology,
mental hygiene, and hygiene [14]." Winternitz wrote,
The subjects are interrelated: a definition oftoday would hard-
ly correspond to one of a decade ago, and probably would not be ade-
quate in the light of future developments. It may be safely predicted, I
think, that their interrelationship will increase greatly with the develop-
ment ofthe subjects.
. . . Psychiatry is an outgrowth ofpsychology, which in turn is
developed from metaphysics. It deals with the behaviour and conduct
of the individual. The psychiatrist regards the individual as a whole;
underlying structural changes associated with behaviour and conduct
characteristics are subsidiary. Psychiatry and psychology are
approached by the study of individuals, including man and higher ani-
mals, as well as by the study ofthe evolution of individuals ofdifferent
species. Psychiatry differs essentially from psychology in its approach
through abnormal behaviour.
... Mental Hygiene bears the same relation to psychology as
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hygiene bears to general medicine. Mental hygiene has as its objective
improvement in the psychic well-being of the individual, and through
the individual, of the group and the community [15].
Ruggles had been chosen specifically to meet the goal of instituting mental hygiene
at Yale. So extreme was the initial separation ofthe two disciplines (psychiatry and men-
tal hygiene) that Ruggles was originally supposed to receive no part ofhis salary from the
medical school but to draw it entirely from the Department of University Health.
Although Ruggles "did not consider himself equipped to hold an academic chair in psy-
chiatry," Winternitz had faith in his skill and pleaded his case with Yale President James
Angell [16]. Angell confirmed the choice, stipulating only that "I should wish to keep
down the salary to whatever point would justify his coming without sacrifice of his pre-
sent financial interests. I am very anxious to make certain that we can swing the entire
program inside the budget which is now available [17]."
The budget to which Angell referred was a sore point with Winternitz. It had taken
the five-year delay between Winternitz' ascent to the deanship and the extension of an
offer to Ruggles for the department to become fiscally sound. Ruggles' arrival was the
result of several years of negotiation and fundraising involving the state of Connecticut
(which passed a bill submitted by Yale in 1922 stating that "the Commonwealth finds that
a necessity exists for establishing a psychopathic hospital . in New Haven") and the
General Education Board, which pledged $15,000 a year for five years to establish the
department [18]. These two events, however, were insufficient. A major gift was needed.
A solution came in the form of a large grant from the Commonwealth Fund of New
York City. Winternitz first turned his attention to the fund when Dr. Frankwood Williams,
Medical Director ofthe National Committee for Mental Hygiene (also in New York) rec-
ommended to him in October 1925 that "Mr. [Barry C.] Smith's [Director of the
Commonwealth Fund] interest in the problem is very deep, and I am inclined to feel opti-
mistic in the prospect of the cooperation of the Commonwealth Fund in work of this kind
at Yale [19]." There were two advantages to this particular fund: the first was Smith's
personal interest in psychiatry; the second was the fact that the source of the
Commonwealth's endowment was Edward S. Harkness, an executive at Standard Oil,
who had himself attended Yale for some time [20]. Williams warned Winternitz that the
proposal would be best stated in terms of "psychiatry," not "mental hygiene"; the latter
carried with it too many antiscientific overtones. Accordingly, Winternitz met with Smith
over the following few months, obtaining a pledge for a five-year grant for the establish-
ment ofadepartment ofpsychiatry, beginning in 1926.
In response to the grant, Winternitz began to implement his plan for a department. In
consultation with an Advisory Committee consisting of himself, Angell, Ruggles,
Director of the Department of University Health James C. Greenway, Dr. Edwards A.
Park and Williams, he outlined the structure of the new department and began hiring for
the following September.
The first offer was extended to Ruggles, who shocked the committee when he
refused the position, preferring to return to Providence at the end of the 1925-26 school
year. He agreed, however, to remain on the committee and stay active in the department's
affairs. Cobb ofHarvard Medical School also turned them down, as did Edward Strecker
of Philadelphia [21]. It seems that Angell's plea for frugality in the renumeration of the
anticipated professorriate was taking its toll. A dismayed Wintemitz issued a memoran-
dum on April 14 stating: "The committee is more than ever convinced ofthe difficulty of
securing well qualified individuals for the headship ofthe department ofMental Hygiene
and Psychiatry [22]."
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A compromise was called for; the department was too new and unproven for any
psychiatrist of first rank to risk his reputation on. Winternitz desisted from making yet
another senior position offer that year and instead concentrated on hiring junior faculty.
The hiring committee proposed Dr. Lloyd Thompson (Ruggles' assistant who had accom-
panied him on his visiting year at Yale) and Dr. Harry Kerns of the U.S. Army Medical
Corps. Ruggles would come down from Providence one day a week to supervise,
Williams would give an occasional lecture, and Paton would be almost full time.
A meeting at the Yale Club ofNew York marked the tangible start ofthe department.
Kerns and Thompson accepted and both were appointed Clinical Assistant Professors of
Psychiatry and Mental Hygiene; Fry was appointed an Instructor in Psychiatry and
Mental Hygiene; Williams and Strecker were appointed as lecturers in Psychiatry and
Mental Hygiene. Actual teaching loads, clinical responsibilities and care of the under-
graduates were not finalized, but the inaugural psychiatric lecture series was. Lectures
that first year included C. MacFie Campbell's (Boston Psychopathic Hospital) - "The
Historical Heritage of Modern Psychiatry"; Harry Solomon's (Boston Psychopathic
Hospital) - "The Organic Psychiatric Reactions"; Arthur Ruggles' - "Mental Hygiene
and the Student"; Stanley Cobb's - "Neurophysiology and Psychiatry"; and Bernard
Glueck's (New York City) - "The Psychoanalytic Approach."
The department's first evaluation was made public the following year in the
Advisory Committee's report. Kerns reported enthusiasm for the mental hygiene project
by the freshmen, though their attendance at meetings and seminars had fallen off later in
the year probably because of"the many outside distractions and the approaching vacation
[23]." Additionally, Kerns reported enormous outside interest in the project.
From all parts of the country came requests for matters of
organization and personnel for the development of the work in other
educational institutions and it is evident that the work being done at
Yale is serving as a guide to educators interested in mental adjustment
as it applies to education [24].
Although the department as yet had no clinical base, nor a true headquarters, it did
have a budget ($525,000.00 in predicted income over the next five years, including the
Commonwealth Fund grant, the General Education Board grant, and a grant from the
George Lauder Memorial Fund), and, more important, it had a vision: the Dean's Institute
ofPsychobiology, later the Institute for Human Relations.
THE INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RELATIONS
The Institute of Psychobiology was first clearly described in a letter of November 2,
1925, from Winternitz to Angell. In Winternitz' mind, it was a natural extension of his
vision ofthe Department ofPsychiatry and Mental Hygiene; in fact, the department could
scarcely exist without it. He wrote,
For the effective conduct of this type of work, it is desirable
that the members ofthe proposed Department ofPsychiatry and Mental
Hygiene have the cooperation of already existing disciplines at the
University also interested in the various aspects ofthe subject.
It is suggested that all of these disciplines primarily interested
in the problems of human behaviour from the standpoint of investiga-
tion, graduate teaching, and application, i.e. therapy, be brought togeth-
er geographically in a single building designed to allow the greatest
possible latitude for both independence and cooperation.0Engel: Early Psychiatry at Yale
Such a building should be near the New Haven Hospital to
insure proper correlation with other clinical branches. Its activities,
however, would be so varied and so largely educational as distinct from
clinical that location opposite the hospital would be preferable to one
on the hospital grounds [25].
The institute would encompass the disciplines of Psychology, Biopsychology,
Anthropology, Psychoanalysis and Psychiatry and Mental Hygiene, as well as clinical
facilities. Psychiatry and Mental Hygiene would also have offices in the Department of
University Health.
Winternitz' ideas fell upon sympathetic ears, for President Angell himself had strong
ideas regarding the organization and goals ofthe university. He felt that a university must
integrate its scholarly pursuits with a concern for society at large, and in doing so contin-
ually expand its parameters of concern. Additionally, he was a pioneer in the concept of
collaborative research, writing in his inaugural address that "large areas of the most sig-
nificant university work in our day neither invite, nor permit, such complete seclusion
[26]."
Winternitz had anything but modest goals for his program. In one of his Dean's
reports he postulated, "It is by no means inconceivable that the present content of knowl-
edge deemed desirable for the prospective physician . . with the emphasis changed and
the inclusion of other subjects, will have representation when the enlarged concept of the
Institute of Human Relations is realized [27]." Elsewhere he urged, "In considering the
philosophy back of it, we must ask ourselves what is the object of life [28]." The dean's
grandiose ideals were articulated in an extensive memorandum prepared in the 1926-27
school year. These ideas fell principally into three categories: the integration of the psy-
chic well-being of the patient into medicine; the shift to medicine as a more prevention-
based art; and the metamorphosis ofresearch (mainly biomedical but ultimately all disci-
plines concerned with human welfare) away from narrow disciplinary divisions and
toward an interdisciplinary activity. He lambasted physicians' lack of psychiatric sophis-
tication, claiming that "the physician oftoday, in many instances unacquainted with mod-
ern psychiatry, has not even the layman's understanding of mental hygiene [29]." The
institute was designed to remedy this situation.
Curiously, although the institute today is remembered mainly for its (ill-fated)
attempt at interdisciplinary research, Winternitz' early ideas were clearly concerned with
its utility as a psychiatric training ground. He prefaced his conception of it by noting,
"The training of the practicing physician, irrespective of his field of endeavor, cannot be
conceived as even approaching completeness unless he has an understanding of the
behavior of his patients [30]." The institute would remedy this by bringing together vari-
ous disciplines, creating an institution that would "bear the same relation to mental
medicine that the recently created institutes ofhygiene bear to organic medicine [31]."
Winternitz described the specifics ofthe integration ofthe psychiatry department into
the Institute of Human Relations in a letter to Dr. Richard Pearce of the Rockefeller
Foundation in late 1929:
During their period of internship in Psychiatry and Mental
Hygiene they will be exposed to the diagnosis and treatment of mental
disease, particularly the preventive aspects. They will also have an
opportunity to join one or another of the several groups, including
chemical, physiological, psychological, genealogical, etc. approaches to
behavior. It would be our purpose to select the more capable of these
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young men, following the intern period, for further opportunity and to
then give them optional rotation in many different branches which we
hope the Institute and the sciences in neighboring departments of the
School ofMedicine will foster [32].
Winternitz had already chosen the site (adjacent to the hospital and school of
medicine) and the disciplines that would come under the umbrella of the institute. In
addition to the departments of psychology and psychiatry and mental hygiene, it would
also contain the Institute of Experimental Psychology, the Department of Research in
Child Hygiene (which included Arnold Gesell), and a psychiatric inpatient clinic contain-
ing facilities for fifty patients. The need for the clinic, in particular, was urgent.
Winternitz wrote, "The present situation in psychiatry cannot continue much longer with-
out imperiling the development of the work in the future as well as sacrificing much of
the progress that has actually been made [33]." Later, he would expand the boundaries to
include the Yale Divinity School (which he encouraged to relocate to the new medical
school site) and the Yale Law School, which he decided "needs disciplines which have
heretofore been considered primarily graduate or biological and associated with medical
training [34]."
All would have been impossible without adequate funds. A nationwide plea went out
to all interested alumni, philanthropic foundations and local civic and religious groups. A
gift from the Rockefeller Foundation of $50,000 a year over ten years funded staff
salaries and clinic costs, and a gift of$2 million from the Rockefeller Foundation and the
General Education Board covered building costs ofthe new institute.
Most of the effort would be for naught, however. The building dedication, which
took place on May 9, 1931, marked the beginning of the end rather than the end of the
beginning; the new institute, fraught with promise, would barely open before it would
begin to disintegrate. Internal dissention began almost immediately, and the ambiguous
mission ofthe project was too weak to serve as a guiding force.
The main reason for the failure of the institute was that "no one had thought through
more than superficially the mechanisms by which mere geographic proximity would
work its magic [35]." Despite Winternitz' projection for interdisciplinary research and
discovery, eighty percent ofthe funds raised for institute-related projects were awarded to
individuals [36]. The incentive for collaborative work was too anemic within the acade-
my for aspiring academics to relinquish control over (and the subsequent credit for) their
research efforts. Winternitz' aspirations demanded too high a price from the participating
scientists.
Irrespective ofthe failure ofthe concept, it is important to recognize that the Institute
for Human Relations grew out of and answered the needs of the neophyte department of
psychiatry and mental hygiene. It is impossible to understand the vision and growth of
the early years of that department without understanding the growth and vision of the
institute, for the two were closely bound by the vision oftheir common creator, as well as
by being physically housed in the same building. Winternitz stated before the
Massachusetts Psychiatric Society on October 30, 1929:
It soon became evident that the establishment of a psychopath-
ic hospital, modeled on several already in existence, would not consti-
tute a satisfactory step in the direction of studying the sane and the
supersane as well as the insane. Questions that needed answering were,
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which the understanding of behaviour rest? Are there valuable
resources at hand for the studies that should be made [37]?
THE YALE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
The department ofpsychiatry's growth was slow over its first few years. It continued
to expand the range of tasks for which it was responsible both within the medical school
and in the university at large, but the size of its faculty was always inadequate. Funding
and clinical facilities were always insufficient to attract first-rate staff, and a nationwide
shortage of psychiatrists continually exacerbated the problem. Winternitz wrote in his
annual report in 1929 that the dearth was due to "the very lucrative opportunities offered,
even to the partially trained, who are riding into heterogeneous harbors on the crest of the
popular wave of mental hygiene, psychoanalysis, and other less secure movements that
have struck a responding chord in the fancy of the day [38]." The program had grown
despite staffing setbacks, however. In clinical work, teaching, lectures and undergraduate
counseling at the Department of University Health and outpatient clinic, it continued to
expand its domain, particularly in its counseling program.
The Department of University Health began in 1918 with the mission of "examining
each undergraduate student in the university annually," rendering first aid, supervising
compulsory physical training and directing other tasks such as 'dental prophylaxis' [39].
Under the leadership of its director, James C. Greenway, the department grew to include
orthopaedic exams, smallpox vaccines and instruction in public health by Yale Sanitary
Engineer Charles Emerson-Amory Winslow. Greenway's desire to provide psychiatric
counseling for undergraduates was answered with the arrival of Ruggles in 1925 who
began student counseling. By the end of that year, Greenway felt confident that he could
eventually provide psychiatric consultation for every incoming freshman, transfer student
and first-year graduate student. Consistent with Winternitz' drive for preventive mental
hygiene, Ruggles' efforts were facilitated the following year by the addition of Drs.
Thompson, Kerns and Fry. By the 1928-29 school year, every freshman was examined at
least once. Examples ofmedical write-ups illustrate the process:
C.S.A. - Freshman. Was a member of a high school relay
team that set a world record. Is now "sick of athletics" and wants to
quit but his mother won't let him. Is an only son. Has periods when it
takes over two hours to get to sleep. Is "terrified" at such times.
Anxious for help and was told to call for an appointment.
J.D. - Freshman. Son of an Italian grocer. Graduated from
high school at 17. Honor student. Works every afternoon. Never goes
with girls but mixes well with boys. Younger brother very intelligent.
Lives at home. Mother nervous. To be seen again. Will be recommend-
ed for a scholarship [40].
The following year, Thompson and the recently appointed Dr. E. van Norman Emery
of Department of University Health reported, "It has been extremely gratifying to note
the number of students who have come to the Division of their own accord, asking to see
the psychiatrist . . . Their experiences justify the Division in assuring that the students are
increasingly accepting the Division ofMental Hygiene and the services ofthe psychiatrist
[41]." Despite these seeming successes, Barry Smith of the Commonwealth Fund was
unhappy with the way the grant money was being spent and informed Winternitz ofit. He
was dissatisfied with the administrative capabilities ofThompson (who had been chairing
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the psychiatry department) and also saw deficiencies in the department's social service
work, which he deemed "very unsatisfactory" [42]. Smith and Winternitz met in April of
that year to evaluate the program. Smith offered harsh criticism, focusing on the lack of
communication with students' families about their mental health, lack of teaching within
the department and shoddy organization in general.
While Winternitz had already begun to remedy some of Smith's complaints by
replacing Thompson as chairman of the psychiatry department with Dr. Eugen Kahn in
January 1930, most reorganization would occur after the opening of the Institute for
Human Relations and the resulting centralization of the psychiatry department. At the
completion of the building the following May, the dean reiterated the importance of the
moment, noting that "the true function of medicine is to contribute to human happiness,
and only as life is understood in all ofits aspects can medicine make an important contri-
bution in this direction [43]."
The first tangible difference after the department's relocation was the opening of the
new psychiatric clinic within the institutue. Thompson became the new head ofthe clinic
and was joined by a staff of three other psychiatrists: Edwin Francis Gildea, Frankwood
Williams and W. F. Roth, who together treated 200 patients in the first year. The varied
treatment, which included occupational therapy, hydrotherapy and recreational therapy,
was appropriate for a limited range of patients only. For example, the clinic turned away
some particularly violent individuals as the clinic was "not sufficiently equipped for the
care of such cases [44]." Within a year, the clinic had reached capacity and needed more
space. It had become the "backbone material ofpsychiatric teaching," and Thompson was
eager for it to expand [45].
Another area of growth in the years following the opening of the institute was the
outpatient clinic. Headed by Everett S. Rademacher, it had facilities in Waterbury and
Bridgeport, as well as its central location in New Haven. Beyond serving the needs of
patients who required less acute treatment than those served by the regular clinic, the out-
patient clinic also offered "contrast and variety, both from the standpoint ofclinical mate-
rial and clinical policies [46]." Like the regular clinic, the outpatient clinic quickly
reached its capacity, to the point where it was open every afternoon and Saturday in its
first year; it treated over 700 patients within three years. At first, most of the patients
were referred from the New Haven Hospital as "psychiatric treatment cases," but later it
began to reach out to the larger New Haven community in an attempt at what Thompson
called "social service": "At present we are preparing a closer and better organized coop-
eration with the city schools; we hope to accomplish something similar with the city
courts after a while [47]."
The teaching capabilities of the department also expanded in this time, though not by
much. The department had always been first and foremost a clinical department, whose
main charge was the emotional well-being of Yale students. Its priority was the clinical
training of third and fourth-year medical students and postgraduate residents. Only after
all of these responsibilities had been met did the department consider the possibility of
teaching courses in psychiatry and mental hygiene. In 1928-29, the department's total
enrollment was 25 undergraduates in the course on mental hygiene.
When Kahn became chairman in 1930, he saw the need for a reprioritizing of goals.
He wrote to Winternitz in June 1931, "The whole situation I had to deal with, when I
came here, asked for the completion of the organization of the department.... Training
and teaching is one major task of this department [48]." Courses began to increase in
1932, with one semester of lectures required and an outreach aimed at divinity and law
students. The following year, Dr. Walter Miles (Ph.D.) began to organize a course titled
"Psychiatry in Medicine," which Kahn noted "may help quite a bit to prepare the students
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for their study in clinical medicine [49]." By 1933, there were still no new courses in psy-
chiatry (Miles' course became one for medical students in psychology), although Kahn
considered mandating a year-long course for the underclassmen. He wrote, "Not later
than 1935-36 shall we ask for more required hours in psychiatry [50]." While the depart-
ment's primary concern was not undergraduate premedical students, Kahn nonetheless
had an educational goal for the program. In the 1933 report, in which he covets Adolf
Meyer's program ofpsychiatric apprenticeships at Hopkins, he wrote,
I wish we could modify our situation in the direction of these appren-
ticeships without aping them and without using this term. It would be
so important to give these youngsters some pocket-money in the first
year of their psychiatric training [51].
An impressive component of the department at this time was the lecture series by
prominent visitors and staff members. The talks in 1928 included E. K. Wickman-
"Different Attitudes Toward Behaviour Problems"; H.S. Sullivan - "Schizophrenia";
and Smiley Blanton - "Speech Disorders." The following years saw Eugen Kahn -
"The Organization of Personality" and "The Minister's Interest in Psychiatry"; Marian
Putnam - "Psychological Approach to Emotional Problems in Children"; and Everett
Rademacher - "Development of Inferiority and Fear in Children [52]." Another devel-
opment during the early 1930s was the inauguration of a biochemistry laboratory associ-
ated with the department. First headed by Edwin Gildea (its only staffmember) in 1932,
the lab confronted such questions as the relation between blood sugar levels and lipoid
levels in people with emotional disturbances, manic depression and other biochemical
causes of psychoses. Gildea also directed research in neurologic electrophysiology, writ-
ing in 1934 that "it is now possible to insert thermocouples into the vessels of the neck
and thereby to obtain evidence of variations in the blood supply to the brain. Some infor-
mation can be obtained as to the electrical charges in the cerebral cortex and peripheral
nerves ofthe intact human being [53]."
In 1932, the Commonwealth Fund grant ended, leaving certain sections of the
department struggling for funds. The clinic, for one, was rocked by a recalculation of its
budget, which Kahn termed a "tour de force [54]." "If we compare our present budget
with the budgets ofprevious years," he wrote, "I can but sigh! We will need more money
for personnel and clinic in order to develop this Department along the lines we plan and
are expected [55]." Although the setback would prove only temporary and the school was
not forced to lay off any of its psychiatry faculty, Kahn was pessimistic in his annual
report: "In summing up I want to say that we are not overwhelmed with our accomplish-
ments during this year. . [56]."
One of the results of the funding cutback was a separation of the department of psy-
chiatry and mental hygiene from the institute. To allow the clinic's budget to be balanced,
Winternitz decided that the clinic would no longer be purely under thejurisdiction ofpsy-
chiatry and mental hygiene, but would henceforth be maintained by all "interested divi-
sions" who use the clinic as a teaching facility [57]. As a result, the admission ofseverely
disturbed patients who would require more care and attention than the clinic could offer
was curtailed. This proved to be the first step in a gradual severing of ties between the
department and the institute, as President Angell became more aware ofthe limitations of
Institute of Human Relations. The rift was complete less than a year and a half later,
when Kahn was informed by letter "at the request of President Angell" that psychiatry
and mental hygiene would no longer have access to the facilities of the Institute of
Human Relations, "designed as it is for a much more inclusive study of human behavior
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and human relations [58]." As of September 30, 1935, Kahn would be relieved of his
administrative responsibility outside the department.
Winternitz resigned his deanship at the end of that school year. Although his tenure
had been extraordinarily productive, it ended curiously tragically. The dean's hope for an
interdisciplinary future of medicine, as epitomized by the institute, was proving unrealis-
tic, and the department most singly central to his plans, psychiatry and mental hygiene, a
department he had founded, had just been removed entirely. Instead of the study of the
mind being integrated into all ofmedicine, the department both metaphorically and phys-
ically was now isolated and relegated to the expertise of specialists. It would take half a
century for the medical establishment to question the adverse effects of such specializa-
tion on primary medical care: an omission Winternitz, with others, had foreseen years
before and had tried to correct. In his final Dean's Report he summed up his creation:
It was not considered of major importance that all students
should learn how to classify the psychoses, but it was thought impor-
tant that all should gain enough knowledge of mental disorders and
enough interest in human personalities to be able to judge when the
patient ought to be referred to the specialist in mental disorders. Yale is
interested in training such specialists, but at the moment this is of sec-
ondary importance. It will be remembered that the department was
financed as a part of the Institute of Human Relations and that the pur-
pose of the whole project was and is to gain a better understanding of
human beings as socially functioning individuals and to make such an
understanding of concern to future practitioners of medicine . . . and
allied professions. Stress was not placed upon dealing with mentally
and emotionally defective persons, but rather upon discovering the fac-
tors upon which mental, emotional and physical health depend in the
kind ofsociety in which we live [59].
The author thanks Rozlyn Colemanforeditorial assistance.
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